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1. Call to order 
2. Roll call and verification of quorum 
3. Certification of compliance with open meetings law 
4. Public comment 
5. Communications 
6. Approval of minutes for 12/15/2022, 01/12/2023 and 01/27/2023 
7. Consideration of offer to purchase Greenspire I / III properties 
8. Next scheduled meetings 


a. Wednesday, February 15, 2023 – Greenspire I/III property sale 
b. Wednesday, February 22, 2023 – Greenspire I/III property sale 
c. Wednesday, March 1, 2023 – Greenspire I/III property sale 
d. Wednesday, March 8, 2023 – Greenspire I/III property sale 
e. Wednesday, March 15, 2023 – Greenspire I/III property sale 
f. Wednesday, March 22, 2023 – Annual meeting 


9. Adjourn 
 
 


     Any person wishing to attend the meeting, whom because of a disability, requires special 
accommodation, should contact the Director of Finance’s office at (608) 873-6691 at least 24 hours before 
the scheduled meeting time so appropriate arrangements can be made.  
     In addition, any person wishing to speak or have their comments heard but does not have access to the 
internet should also contact the Director of Finance’s office at the number above at least 24 hours before 
the scheduled meeting so appropriate arrangements can be made.  
 
NOTE:  AN EXPANDED MEETING MAY CONSTITUTE A QUORUM OF THE STOUGHTON COMMON 
COUNCIL 


 
OFFICIAL NOTICE AND AGENDA 


Notice is hereby given that the Housing Authority of the City of Stoughton, Wisconsin will hold a 
regular or special meeting as indicated on the date, time and location given below. 


 


 


Meeting of the: 


Date & time: 


 
Housing Authority of the City of Stoughton 
Wednesday, February 8, 2023 at 2:00 p.m. 
 
The meeting of the Stoughton Housing Authority will be conducted in person and via Zoom 
In person:  City Hall conference room (207 S. Forrest St) 
Via Zoom: 
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/83150622956?pwd=am8rcHc0RXFVaGZVc2xBS3NvRnk5dz09 
Meeting ID: 831 5062 2956 Passcode: 437377 
One tap mobile +16469313860,,83150622956#,,,,*437377# US  


 
Members:  Cindy McGlynn (Chair), Fred Hundt (Vice Chair), Dave Ehlinger, Bob McGeever 
and Jessica Royko 
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Confidential Memorandum 


Privileged Lawyer-Client Communication 


 


To  City of Stoughton Housing Authority 


 


From  Matt Dregne, City Attorney 


 


Date  January 18, 2023   


 


Re  Crown Properties Proposed Option to Purchase  


 


  Crown Court Properties, Ltd. (“Crown Court”) proposes that the Housing Authority 


enter an agreement, by January 27, 2023, under which Crown Court would have the option 


to purchase the Greenspire Apartment buildings, and lease the underlying land, under the 


terms set forth in a two page letter.   


 


This memo summarizes legal and policy considerations presented by Crown Court’s 


proposal that we are presently able to identify, on short notice and without more complete 


information.  There may be additional legal and policy issues that more time and 


information would allow us to identify. 


 


1. Written agreement vs. discussions and other information.  Crown Court initially 


provided a written offer to purchase.  Crown Court now proposes a two page 


“option” agreement.  In addition, Crown Court has provided information verbally 


and in a short memo describing how it contends the transaction would work and 


would benefit the Housing Authority.  Although the additional information is 


helpful, only the written option agreement is legally enforceable. 


 


2. Nature of an Option.  An option gives a buyer the right, but not the obligation, to 


buy property on the terms described in the option.   


 


3. Title (ownership) Issues.   We started the process of evaluating title to the property, 


and it appears that party of the property is owned by the City and part is owned by 


the Housing Authority.  The Housing Authority should not agree to sell property it 


does not own.  The Option contains no information about how title issues would be 


addressed in this transaction.     
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4. Financial issues. 


 


A. The purchase price is to be paid in two ways.  I have a number of comments 


and questions about the purchase price. 


 


(1) Promissory note.  Part of the purchase price would be paid with a 


$2,953,578 “promissory note” (a loan agreement), in which the 


Housing Authority would make a loan to Crown Court.  As 


summarized in the enclosed “white paper” provided by Paul 


Schechter, the parties have an incentive to maximize the purchase 


price of the property in order to maximize the tax credits that will be 


awarded.  The purchase price is supported by an appraisal.  Crown 


Court would avoid having to pay actual money toward part of the 


purchase price by simply signing a promissory note.  The white paper 


appears to acknowledge that although Crown Court would technically 


be obligated to make payments on the promissory note out of funds 


that are available after paying other expenses, there is no expectation 


that there will be any funds available.  Interest would accrue on the 


unpaid principal at the “applicable federal rate.”  The promissory note 


raises at least the following issues: 


 


a. Is it lawful to use the proposed promissory note to pay part of 


the purchase price in order to increase the tax credit award, or 


would the United States or WHEDA consider such a structure 


dishonest (and fraudulent), given that there seems to be an 


expectation that the loan will never be paid?  I don’t know the 


answer to this question.  The attorney representing Crown 


Court told me that he didn’t consider it fraudulent because 


there is a legal obligation to make payments on the promissory 


note.  My concern is that the legal obligation may be 


meaningless if the parties expect that there will never be funds 


available to make payments, and indeed the note is structured 


with that result in mind.  A lawyer who is well-versed in this 


type of transaction may be able to provide guidance on this 


issue. 


 


b. Would the owner of the buildings be subject to a tax liability 


at some future date, if the Housing Authority does not require 


payment of the promissory note?  The option says that the 


Housing Authority will be provided its own option to purchase 


the property and assume the ground lease in about 15 years.  In 


our meeting, Crown Court said that in fact, the Housing 
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Authority would be given the option to become the sole 


member (and owner) of the corporation that that owns the 


buildings at that time.  That corporation would be the obligor 


on the promissory note.  So, the Housing Authority would own 


a corporation that owns the buildings and holds the ground 


lease, and owes the Housing Authority the remaining unpaid 


principal and interest on the promissory note.  If the Housing 


Authority does not require payment of the note, it is possible 


that the corporation would have an obligation to report that to 


taxing authorities as income, and would be subject to a tax 


liability.  I don’t know the answer to this question.  Again, a 


lawyer who is well-versed in this type of transaction may be 


able to provide guidance on this issue. 


 


c. Crown Court has not provided a description of the actual 


promissory note, beyond three sentences in the Option 


agreement.  That means that the terms of the promissory note 


would need to be negotiated later.  I think the form of the 


promissory note should be known to and acceptable to the 


Housing Authority, and made an exhibit to the Option 


Agreement, before the Option agreement is approved.  


Proceeding otherwise could result in numerous disagreements 


and even litigation later.   


 


(2) Assumption of existing debt. The Option states that part of the 


purchase price would be paid by the Buyer assuming all existing debt.  


We began the process of assembling documentation regarding 


existing debt, but that process has not been completed.  I have at least 


the following questions about this aspect of the financing. 


 


a. Would the existing debt continue to be secured by mortgages 


against the land?  If so, what are the possible legal and financial 


implications?  Shouldn’t the Option Agreement provide more 


detail about this? 


 


b. I think I heard Menachem say that the existing debt would be 


restructured as part of this transaction.  How would it be 


restructured?  Shouldn’t the Option Agreement provide more 


detail about this? 


 


(3) Debt capacity.  The impact of this transaction on the City and the 


Housing Authority should be evaluated, in terms of its possible impact 


on debt capacity.  We have not evaluated that issue yet.   
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(4) Housing Authority Option and Financial condition in 15 years.  It is 


my understanding that an important part of the transaction, from the 


Housing Authority’s perspective, is that full ownership and control of 


the land and buildings will be returned to the Housing Authority in 


about 15 years.  The Option Agreement states that “CCP will ensure 


the Housing Authority is provided the option to purchase the Property 


and assume the ground lease of the Land approximately 15 years from 


the date of closing.”  I have a number of questions and concerns about 


this.   


 


a. How will Crown Point satisfy this obligation?  When?  Why 


haven’t they provided the form of the option agreement that 


will be provided to the Housing Authority?  If this is a typical 


deal that they have done before, they should be able to provide 


the form of the option and make it an exhibit to the agreement.  


What if the Housing Authority is not satisfied with the terms 


of the option agreement provided later?   


 


b. How will the Housing Authority’s interests be protected 


between the time it sells the buildings to Crown Point, and the 


time ownership is restored?   


 


(1) Will the buildings be insured?  What happens to the 


insurance proceeds if the buildings are destroyed in a 


fire or other event? 


 


(2) What if Crown Point defaults on the existing debt that it 


would assume?  Remember that the loans may still be 


secured by the underlying real estate. 


 


c. What will the financial and physical condition of the property 


be in 15 years?  How can this be determined, and how can the 


result be contractually assured? 


 


(5) PILOT Payments.  There is nothing in the Option Agreement about 


PILOT payments. 


 


(6) Single purpose LLC.  The Option gives Crown Point the right to 


assign the Option Agreement to another entity owned or controlled by 


Crown Point.  It is likely that Crown Point would form an LLC prior 


to closing.  The LLC would likely own nothing other than the 
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buildings and the ground lease.  What are the implications of this fact 


if the LLC fails to perform any of its obligations? 


 


5. Rehabilitation Issues.  It is my understanding that the fundamental purpose of this 


transaction, from the Housing Authority’s perspective, is the opportunity to use tax 


credits to fund the rehabilitation of the apartments.  The only thing the Option 


Agreement says about this is the following:  “CCP will invest approximately 


$7,500,000 in the Property for the purpose of rehabilitating 73 of the apartment 


units, all generally in accordance with the Capital Needs Assessment Report 


prepared by Hirsch Group Architecture dated March 22, 2022 and March 28, 2022 


(“CNA”).”  I have the following questions and concerns about the rehabilitation 


work: 


 


A. Last week the Housing Authority appeared to conclude that the CNA does 


not provide adequate specifications for the rehabilitation work.   


 


B. The Option Agreement says nothing about how the Housing Authority would 


be able to verify that the work is being properly completed, and says nothing 


about what remedy the Housing Authority would have in there is a failure to 


perform.   


 


C. The one sentence in the Option Agreement seems grossly inadequate to 


address the parties’ rights and obligation associated with a contractual 


obligation to undertake $7,500,000 in renovation work.   


 


D. Public contracts for this kind of work typically require the contractor to 


provide performance and payment bonds.  Should that be required here? 


 


E. This agreement looks something like a turn-key public construction contract.  


Such contracts violate Wisconsin laws governing public construction.  


Without seeing the entire picture (including the agreement that would give 


the Housing Authority the “option” to re-acquire the property), it is difficult 


if not impossible to evaluate this issue.     


 


6. Affordability.  The Option Agreement states that “the Property will continue to be 


affordable housing for not less than 30 years, with tax credit tenants having income 


levels not greater than 60% of the average median income.  The Housing Authority 


will cooperate with CCP regarding all regulatory matters to ensure this 


requirement.”   


 


A. The language in the Option Agreement does not fully explain how the 


affordability issues will be addressed.  During our recent meeting with 


Crown Point, I heard that the property would continue to be subject to 
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existing affordability requirements, and that there may be additional 


affordability requirements that the Housing Authority would not be a party 


to (from an enforcement perspective).   


 


B. We simply do not know enough about this transaction to know exactly what 


the affordability requirements will be, for how long, and how they would be 


enforced.   


 


7. Ground Lease.  The Option Agreement contains only two-sentences about the 


ground lease.  We think the ground lease should be fully known and acceptable to 


both parties and attached as an exhibit to the agreement.  


 


 







White Paper on Tax Credit Deals with Housing Authorities 


Introduction 


Tax credit deals are complicated, especially for existing properties owned by Housing Authorities that 
were originally financed with subsidized debt and currently receive revenue from HUD/RD projectbased 
vouchers.  Despite this, tax credit deals are one of the most common methods for Housing Authorities to 
do largescale rehabilitation of their aging properties.  In almost all cases, the Housing Authority wants 
to resume ownership after the tax credit compliance period is over—and therefore exercise their “Right 
of First Refusal”, per IRS statute, to repurchase the property for $1 + existing debt.  


To understand the details of a Housing Authority tax credit deal, it is easiest to compare motivations in a 
standard real estate transaction.  The below table compares the motivations of the Buyer and Seller in 
each scenario: 


Stakeholder Desires
Normal Real Estate Sale Housing Authority Tax Credit Sale


Phase Buyer Seller Buyer (Tax credit 
investor) 


Seller (Housing 
Authority) 


Original 
Purchase Buy low Sell high Obtain tax benefits Rehab property 


15 Year 
compliance 


period 


Maximize rental 
income N/A 


Stay compliant (i.e.
affordable) for 


compliance period 
so no tax credit 


recapture 


Provide quality 
housing to low
income tenants 


Final sale Sell high N/A N/A (selling for $1) Gain back full 
ownership 


Purchase Price and Seller Note 


Sources for a tax credit deal come in two main forms: a). equity from tax credits and b). normal bank 
debt.  Because the tax credits need to be converted into equity, a large forprofit ‘investor’ is needed to 
purchase the tax credits in exchange for cash.  However, because tax credits only transfer via ownership, 
the investor needs to become a 99.9% owner of the property; in other words, as much ownership as 
possible to receive as much tax benefit as possible.  Unlike standard real estate sales (shown above), the 
initial transfer of ownership has no real economic purpose other than to align the entity that generates 
that tax benefits—the property, with the one that will receive the tax benefits—the investor.  Therefore, 
the sales price itself is somewhat arbitrary.  The real objective of both the Buyer and Seller is to 
maximize tax credits.  From the Housing Authority’s perspective, the more tax credits received, the more 
that can be sold, which puts more cash into the project to do rehab.  From the Investor’s perspective, 
the more tax credits received, the more tax benefits it can get.  One way to indirectly increase tax 
credits for both Buyer and Seller is to increase the purchase price to the maximum allowed, which is the 
appraised value.  This is because tax credits are generated based on the sale’s price of the property. 
However, there is a catch. If the purchase price is high, this must get paid for with valuable funding 
resources that would otherwise be spent on rehabilitation.  To avoid this, Housing Authorities often 
provide Sellerfinanced notes equal to the amount of equity they have in the property.  This equity is 







determined by the same appraisal that determined the purchase price.  The Sellernote has no 
payments, and no interest1 because such payments would siphon money out of the project, which 
would otherwise be used to cover normal operating costs.   


In summary, because Buyer and Seller interests are aligned—namely to generate as much tax credits as 
possible, and they don’t have secondary interests such as making profit off the sale or from rental 
income, the natural solution is to sell the property for as high a price as possible, to generate as much 
tax credits as possible.  However, because we don’t want the high sale price to be an added burden on 
the project, the Housing Authority provides a sellerfinanced note with no interest/payments, to cover 
the full cost of the purchase, other than existing debt.   After year 15, the same transaction occurs in 
reverse: the investor sells the property back to the Housing Authority.  However, this time because there 
is no need to generate tax credits, the sales price remains low and is equal to $1 + existing debt. 


Increased Rental Subsidy 


As referenced above, other than tax credit equity, the other main source of funding for tax credit deals 
is new bank debt.  No tax credit deal is ever 100% financed with tax credit equity alone, so some new 
debt is required to cover the millions of dollars of rehab going into the property.  The only way to pay 
this increased debt service is from rental revenue. We don’t want to increase rent on the lowincome 
tenants, so the other method is to increase the amount paid by government vouchers.  For LIHTC 
projects specifically, there is a special “Chapter 15” rental increase that HUD allows, which raises the 
voucher amount up to the market rent of comparable units. This amount is determined by an 
independent study called a “Rent Comparability Study”.  When WHEDA reviews all LIHTC applications in 
a given year, they do careful analysis to ensure that the new increased voucher revenue is more than 
sufficient to cover all of the new debt service.  The last thing WHEDA wants is to provide millions of 
dollars’ worth of tax credits to a project, only to have the project go bellyup in a few years because it 
doesn’t have enough rental income to cover the new debt it has taken on.  It is true that in year 15, 
when the Housing Authority takes back the property for $1 + existing debt, that debt includes the new 
debt that was required to do the deal in the first place.  However, the Housing Authority also receives 
the higher voucher revenue, which is more than sufficient to pay for the new debt (as well as a 15year 
track record of on time monthly payments).  Therefore, the Housing Authority receives all the benefits 
of property improvements without taking on any new debt that it can’t pay for.  This is why Housing 
Authorities across the country have used the tax credit financing model thousands of times since its 
inception in 1986. 


1 The seller note does technically accrue interest, but it is not collected until it transfers back to the Housing 
Authority, at which point the HA erases all obligations it owes itself. 
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